PULSE : Product Information
FUEL DISPENSER SOLUTION:
BLENDING
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Introducing Gallagher Fuel Blending
The Gallagher blending solution
The blended fuel option for Gallagher Fuel Dispensers involves the creation of a mid-range petrol grade (octane)
at the Dispenser Unit. This solution uses low and high octane fuel stocks on site to create a nominal mid octane
fuel offering for customers.
The approved Dispenser Unit for the blending operation is an 8 hose PULSE CX8R. On either side, hoses dispense
low, mid and high octane petrols while the fourth hose dispenses diesel.
There are multiple fuel sites in NZ using such units. However, the option to blend fuel is not currently available in
Australia due to the fuel sulphur levels in the base grades affecting the blended grade. There has been discussion
on changing sulphur levels but a blending option remains unavailable.

What is the blending difference for fuelling customers?
Nothing. There are no visible or operational differences in the product. However, there are two options for the
positioning of the base grade hoses.
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Non-Blending vs Blending Sites
What is in standard sites and standard dispensing solutions?
A typical site with dispensers and tanks (or tank partitions) for each fuel delivered.
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What is in blending sites and dispensing solutions?
A site with blending dispensers has a reduced infrastructure and reduced through life service requirements.
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Benefits & Process
What are the benefits of blending on sites?
The impact on the site with this approach is to remove the need for an extra petrol tank space, reduce
site fuel supplies by one less fuel stock and provide many other additional cost reductions involving the
underground infrastructure (piping, venting, submersible, mains cabling, leak detection). This reduces costs
for installation, testing/integrity verification and ongoing site service costs.

What was the process to create a blending dispenser?
Like all PULSE solutions, these dispenser units are built locally in our certified manufacturing facility in Marton.
They are installed and supported by our Authorised Partners and are subject to rigorous specifications and
approvals.
Under our pattern approval the fuel dispensers went through extensive test plans that covered, both our
manufacturing test lab and on-site field trials.
The site testing involved a process of
• Setting a customer supplied blend ratio within the dispenser configuration that meets or beats the
mid-octane level.
• Our Authorised Partners following a set industry procedure to collect fuel samples from the dispenser
units
• The blended fuel being tested at an approved third-party laboratory to meet the fuel specification
(RON/MON) for a nominal mid-octane fuel grade.
With our approved blending solution, installation can be completed using the TMU process before going
live, just like any non-blending fuel dispenser.
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Blending Knowledge
What do you need to know about using blending on site
The blending solution, while having complex smart controls, is quite simple in its basic operation.
• You must supply a fuel blend ratio. It is advisable to seek industry advice on what ratio setting is best
for your conditions.
• As for other fuels sold on site, the Trading Standard Authority does random fuel testing of blended
grades to ensure they meet the stated fuel specifications. At many of our fuel blending installations
fuel companies have elected to conduct their own laboratory testing of a blended grade at their
initial site. This provides assurance that the target grade is being met and mitigates any potential risk.
• The specific fuel ratio for mid-octane, opens each proportional valve to control the mix for the
blended fuel. It is sometimes called a virtual grade as it is made up from existing fuels.
• The customer’s POS System must have the capability of setting up a virtual grade of fuel for the
blended grade.
• The output flow/volume has very precise proportions of fuel from each of the base octanes or grades.
For example: at a ratio of 30:70, a 50 litre delivery of the mid-octane will contain 15 litres of lowoctane and 35 litres of high-octane.
• The fuel reconciliation at a site level involves three stocked grades (two petrols plus diesel) balancing
to volumes dispensed from each tank for a day.
• The dispenser TOTES at the beginning and at the end of a time period show the volumes of the
dispensed fuel per grade. The virtual (blended) mid-octane TOTE can be visualised as a ratio of the
input fuels. For example: 10000 litres sold in a period with a blend ratio of 30:70 means 3000 litres
of low-octane used and 7000 litres of high-octane.
• The total volumes for reconciliation purposes for a period (example: Day) are
o the low-octane (18,000L) and high-octane (12,000L) volume per grade dispensed for day
o the mid-octane (10,000L) grade volume @30:70 is
- mid-octane volume x0.3 = the dispensed low-octane (3,000L) additional volume
- mid-octane volume x0.7 = the dispensed high-octane (7,000L) additional volume
o The total day tank volumes dispensed: low-octane (21,000L) and high-octane (19,000L)
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Business Development Manager Australia

Scott Ellery Mobile: +64 21 792 934

Business Development Manager New Zealand

GALLAGHER FUEL SYSTEMS LTD
2 Station Road, Marton 4710, New Zealand. TEL +64 6 327 0060
PO Box 308, Marton 4741, New Zealand.

EMAIL: fuelsystems@gallagher.com
www.gallagher.com
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Derek Hjelm Mobile: +61 424 164 814

